
INSTALLATION GUIDE
Evo x Fuel Pump Kit

Tools Required:
Flat head screwdriver
Small pry bar
Needle nose pliers 
Small pick
10mm socket (¼” drive)
Short 8mm socket (¼” drive)
¼” drive ratchet

WHat’s in the box:
MAP Fuel pump Sleeve w/hardware
2x Worm gear clamps
Lock washer
14” Fuel hose
Filter sock

1. Place vehicle on level ground 2. Remove fuel pump fuse and turn over, or start car to bleed 
off fuel in the lines and relieve pressure in the system



3. Remove rear seat by pulling upwards on the front lower part of the seat, Then 
remove access panel on drivers side to get access to fuel sending unit

4. Remove feed and return line from top of 
sending unit with a pick and needle nose pliers

5.  unplug wiring connector on top hat 6. Remove the 8mm nuts holding the 
sending unit to the fuel tank

7. Pull sending unit from the car, and 
disconnect fuel line from bottom of 
housing (Be careful, may be filled with 
fuel when pulling out)
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7. Continued 7.  continued
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8. start to disassemble the sending unit. Start by removing the small C clip on the rods 
holding the top hat to the lower unit. Remove the pump/filter assembly.

9. Disconnect OEM fuel pump from the top hat by unplugging 
the wiring harness on the top of the pump(Black and blue wires). 

10. Pull the feed line from the top of the pump that goes to the top hat. 
this may need to be cut to remove it, be careful not to cut to deep.  

11. Remove retaining ring from fuel pump assembly by lifting 
the clips on the side then remove pump/filter assembly. 

12. Assemble the MAP-FPK with the pump as pictured. the studs should 
be snug - not too tight. Install Factory Harness onto Walbro pump.
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THank you for choosing maperformance!

If you have any problems or concerns during installation of this product, feel free to call or email us: 

1-888-MAPERFORMANCE
ajohnson@maperformance.com

Show us some photos! @maperformance / #maperformance

13. Install Factory retaining Clips onto 
MAP adapter, only need to snug the nuts.

14. Re-install hose from fuel pump outlet 
to the top of the fuel pump sending unit

16. put assembly into fuel tank and tighten nuts. ensure studs are clean and coat 
them in anti seize. Connect factory fuel lines back to top hat. plug in wiring harness

15. Reassemble top hat onto basket and 
insert the C clip to hold the rod in place

17. Reinstall fuel pump fuse, start car and 
watch for leaks. if no leaks - reinstall back 
seat and you are good to go!


